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Play the Boss at your own risk. Boasting a splattery physics playstyle that includes using new human enemies to take down more than 1000 enemies in a single match, Boss
Baby, Baby needs to take it to the next level. Bet you thought you wanted to make Baby happy. Meet the Baby, meet the Boss. But in a game that rewards you for building an
arsenal, Baby, Baby's Boss, is up to new tricks. Jump over, duck under, and attack in new ways as Baby spawns babies and baby-guardians to take out all those pesky humans

in a huge sandbox that will take you on a journey of discovering new weapons, skills, and abilities as you progress. With three worlds to explore, Baby, Baby's Boss, is the
most playful 3D shooter of 2016, guaranteed to keep both new and old players entertained for years to come. What's New:- Performance and stability improvements. "The

baby's huuge. The Boss' is massive. Now it's time for both of them to move together." - -GABRIEL- Become the Ultimate Baby in a fun physics shooter. Includes Local
Multiplayer for up to 4 players. Inhabitants of the city-infested Bad Town play as one of multiple Baby's, who are filled with a nubile rage and vital-energy abilities that can be

unlocked over the course of 100 levels. Pick them up and send them flying. Features: - All-new Baby Shooter Dash- Get lost in a carnival shooter that sucks you in with its
massive selection of weapons and surprises. Each Baby has his/her own unique way of moving and diving, and they all have different weapons that kill opponents in different
ways. - H-O-R-S-E-T Superpowers - Multiple Baby's can interact in new ways to generate unique, strategic, and ruthless approaches to completing levels. Use their powers to
blast hazards, use and consume enemies, and build their own weapon platform to defeat the bad guys! - Exploring the City - Get lost in a city of enemies, with 100 unique

levels, each one full of creepy neon lights, hulking boss monsters, and secret hideaways. Explore to find hidden boss amulets, superpowers, and powerful weapons for Baby. -
Local Multiplayer – Up to 4 players can join in on the mayhem and experience the Baby Shooter Dash as a co-op game with
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